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Sprung from a workshop Reeve created and taught in Mount Sinai-NYU Health medical center
in New York City after September 11, Choose Peace & Pleasure is a year-long structured guide
to greatly help readers find peace and happiness within their everyday lives.
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The ultimate "HOW EXACTLY TO Do It" This is a book to learn or to taste. Open to any page
and find a practical suggestion to help you live a far more peaceful existence. Susyn has
recognized the core barrier that prevents so many Us citizens from acknowledging happiness.
Read one "HOW EXACTLY TO Do It" and experience Susyn's understanding and support. With
peace and pleasure it is possible to accomplish anything. She gives baby guidelines, a daily
path to follow which allows us happiness right now, day by day, rather than looking forward to
it to occur in a distant future that may never come. She actually is an example to us all of how
we can be the change we want to see on the planet!. I am using this reserve to heal from a
significant life change. It offers helped me so much. I have already been following its daily
guidelines and friends are beginning to comment(in a good way) about the changes they find
in me. What more would you ask for! Good guide book Practical, helpful, good ideas, easy to
practice. A group of us met weekly, following the stories and exercises and experienced great
dialogues. I wanted to "be the transformation I wish to see on the planet" and I wondered how I
possibly could "become peace". Five Stars This book may change my life. Worth the Read
Plenty of helpful nuggets. 365 days of excellent advice I have go through Susyn Reeve's other
books and find this one to be a really stable self-help guide that is packed with terrific
concepts you can test, both big stuff and little do-able techniques to personal development. I
am composing this on 9/11/2013 and Reeve's book came out of her response to the 9/11
tragedy she experienced as a New Yorker. I have learned much from how Susyn Reeve chose
to respond rather than react and considered building community through the energy of love..
An inspiring 52 week program This book showed up in my life just after visiting the Ann Frank
Memorial in Boise, Id. Helps you get grounded in this crazy, fast-paced world. It also will make
a great gift for most occassions. I go to it on / off and the suggestions and work helps to
transformation your attitude and see things from a confident perspective. Unlike a great many
other books it is evident that Reeve's provides walked the path she writes about. I recommend
this 52 week system. A wonderful way to live Choose Peace and Happiness is indeed much
more when compared to a book. I'm sure I will re-read it many times to embody its wisdom.
What I most value about the book may be the depth of understanding the writer appears to
have about existence and the individual condition. Additionally it is fun to apply the concepts
Reeve's advocates. It really is filled with easy to read transforming insights. This book offers
simple exercises to greatly help one focus on small changes to market peace in oneself and,
thus, the world.Thanks you Susyn, for reminding us that pleasure is in today's minute. Choose
Peace and Pleasure is a publication to assimilate and make section of you. It is wonderful
course in living happily. The next day this book arrived to my life. Baby Steps Happiness can
feel thus overwhelming once the challenges we face are thus relentless and huge. Susyn is
normally a respected colleague and pioneer in neuro-scientific happiness. I am using this
reserve to heal from a significant .Some books are merely for tasting, others to are digest.This
book is a daily companion.
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